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NOTES

1. The monographs I have in mind all highlight, albeit in varying ways, the
original dimensions of Beauvoir'sthought and include (though this is by no means an
exhaustive list): MargaretSimons, Beauvoirand The Second Sex: Feminism,Race, and
the Originsof Existentialism;
KristanaArp, The Bondsof Freedom:Simonede Beauvoir's
ExistentialistEthics;Debra Bergoffen,The Philosophyof Simonede Beauvoir:Gendered
EroticGenerosities;EvaLundgren-Gothlin,Sexand Existence:Simone
Phenomenologies,
de Beauvoir'sThe Second Sex; and Sonia Kruks,RetrievingExperience:Subjectivityand
Recognitionin FeministPolitics.
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Pilgramages/Peregrinajes:Theorizing Coalition against Multiple Oppressions. By MARIA LUGONES. Lanham,Md.:Rowman & Littlefield,2003.
Paula M. L. Moya

is a brilliant and theoretically dense
Maria Lugones'sPilgrimageslPeregrinajes
book that makes several importantcontributionsto the projectof theorizing
resistance to multiple oppressions.By pulling together previouslypublished
essays-several of which have been influential among feminist philosophers
and womenof color theorists-with some newermaterial,Lugonesprovidesher
readerwith the rareand valuableopportunityto see the continuity within the
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developmentof the thought of one of the most originalthinkersworkingtoday.
And while some of the earlieressaysseem dated, severalof the most influential
and Loving Perception,"have
essays, such as "Playfulness,'World'-Traveling,
been usefullyrevisedand updated.These essaysare as relevantand compelling
todayforwhat they can teach us aboutformingcoalitions and resistingmultiple
oppressionsas when they were firstpublished.
At stake for Lugones is the "tactical strategist's"ability to enact, as well
as to recognize in others, resistant intentionality for the purpose of forming
political collectivities that can encompass heterogeneity and multiplicity
(208-9). Towardthat end, she aims to make visible alternative domains of
intelligibility-or "worldsof sense"-within what we commonlyunderstandas
reality (20-26, 85-93). Lugonesexplains that certain kinds of acts areaccorded
intelligibilityas politicalwithin a hegemonic "worldof sense."Such acts might
include organizinga rally,marchingin the streets,or campaigningfor elective
office. At the same time, other acts lack intelligibilityas politicalwithin that
same domain. These might include a person of low status calling attention to
himself when he is expected to remain invisible,a personwho is labeledmentally ill refusingto be "cured,"or a young person'sinattention to the schooling
she experiencesas inimical to her well being. Such acts, accordingto Lugones,
are political insofaras they are part of an intentional interferingwith, refusal
of, or resistanceto the reductiveand unitary logic of the hegemonic common
sense. And while such intentions are unsupportedby the kind of institutional
backup that wouldtransformthem into agency,Lugonesneverthelessconsiders
resistant intentionality importantinsofaras it helps subordinatedindividuals
"sustainthemselves"by "keeping[them] from being exhausted by oppressive
readings"(15).Furthermore,Lugonesconsidersthe abilityto recognizeresistant
intentionality (in oneself and in others) as central to any political projectthat
wishes to alter the hegemonic organizationof powereffectively.According to
Lugones,resistantemancipatoryintentionality is that which people struggling
togethermustlearnto makesocial in their effortsto createcoalitionsthat might
succeed against multipleoppressions(224-26).
Key to Lugones'sability to make what is usually invisible or unintelligible
both visible and intelligible is her careful explication of the way we all live
within multiple, contemporaneous,and even overlapping"worldsof sense,"
each with its own sociality.Lestwe passtoo quicklyoverLugones'sachievement,
we should recognizeher account of "worldsof sense"as a theoretical advance
in thinking about the dynamics of resistance. Indeed, Lugones'saccount of
"worldsof sense"can be seen as elucidating,extending, and deepeningW. E. B.
DuBois'snotion of doubleconsciousness-even though Lugonesdoes not draw
explicitly on DuBois. Her account elucidatesthe "worldly"context for double
consciousness,remindingus that consciousnesspresupposesa sociality-a set
of values, characteristicways of interacting, particularpersons who actively
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inhabit a specificgeographicaland psychicspace.Furthermore,Lugonesmoves
us awayfromthe us/thembinary(often figuredas a black/white,female/male,or
worker/capitalist
dichotomy)towardthe recognitionof ontologicalmultiplicity.
Finally,Lugones'saccount of "worldsof sense"deepens the notion of double
consciousnessby calling attentionto the institutionalstructuresand ideological
frameworksthat provide"back-up"
to hegemonic worldsof sense, thus renderthem
and
visible.
ing
intelligible
By calling attention to that institutional
an
Lugonesprovides explanation for why some worldsof sense are
"back-up,"
hegemonic-that is, why they have the power to define and enact "common
sense,"while others are correspondinglyrenderedinvisible or unintelligible,
and, consequently,much less powerful.
In the introduction and throughout most of the book, Lugones tells us
stories about her mother as a way of illustratingthe sort of small gesturethat
might appear,from the perspectiveof a hegemonic worldof sense, as nonsensical or irrationalbut that might be undertakenwith resistant intentionality
fromwithin a subordinateworldof sense. Partof Lugones'saim in telling these
storiesis to help us "travel"to her mother'sworldso that we might understand
her motheras someone who was not wholly constitutedby oppression,but who
activelyresistedher oppression.Another partof Lugones'saim is to drivehome
the point that we all exist, and our actions have meaning in, severaldifferent
worldsof sense simultaneously.Consider the following story:
Whenever my mother would ask for something, she would say,
"It is on that thing next to that thing."If you were not in the
habit of following her in her moves-maybe that was not what
your relation to her asked of you or what you put into it-you
would never be able to bring her "that thing." My father was
related to her in such a way that not knowing how to follow
her in her moves through the cleaning and the cooking and
the making of a life for us was to his advantageand part of his
patriarchalposition. He would not bring her "that thing." . . .
But if you did follow her into her moves, as we kids had to, you
could easilyget her "thatthing."Yousee, she-someone who was
to be unimportant,the perfectionof whose makingswas to lie
in the making and not being visible-managed to make herself
importantand to keep the makings both visible and invisible.
"This,""onthat,""nextto it,"werestations in her path, she was
the pivotal directionalsubject. (29)
Lugones'spoint in telling this story is not that her motherdid not live within a
hegemonicworldof sense, or that she could makeherselfimmuneto the depredations and demandsof that patriarchalrealm.Rather,Lugones'spoint is that
the meanings attributedto her mother by a patriarchalworldof sense did not
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exhaust her mother'sbeing. As a homemakerof her era and cultureLugones's
mother was expected by the hegemonic world of sense to "make"a home in
a way that did not call attention either to herself as a creativebeing or to the
physicaland cognitive processesinvolved in that making.Yetshe resistedthat
construction of herself and so found ways to make herself visible, important,
and central. She did so by creatingan alternative-albeit subordinate-world
of sense with its own codes, inhabitants, and modes of participation.It was a
worldin which Lugones,her mother,and her siblingsactivelyparticipated,but
in which Lugones'sfather did not. So, although Lugones'sfather also existed
within that world,he was a functional outsiderto it-a noncompetent nonparticipantwho maynot have been even awarethat it existed.Justas Lugones's
mother'srefusalto name what she wanted might have been interpretedfrom
the perspective of Lugones'sfather'sworld of sense as verbal laziness, so his
behaviorwouldhave been interpretedquite differentlyfromthe perspectiveof
her worldthan fromhis own. Furthermore,while Lugones'sfatherwould have
been central to his own (hegemonic)worldof sense, he was probablyperipheral
to Lugones'smother's(subordinate)worldof sense. In essence, Lugones'sfather
wasa differentbeing-with a differentpositionalityand valuation-in Lugones's
mother'sworld than in his own. Thus Lugonesreminds us how the social is
always heterogeneous;because there are generally multiple and overlapping
worldsof sense coexisting within any given geographicaland temporalspace,
"no one slice of 'reality'[can have] a univocal meaning"(28).
In addition to illustratingher point about social heterogeneity,such stories
make evident the fact that Lugones is her mother'sdaughter.To understand
where Lugonesends up in the book, her readersneed to follow carefully"her
moves."It is only by doing so that we are we able to "get"(understand)"that
thing" (a particularpoint or even her argumentas a whole).Moreover,it is this
kind of "movingwith"that most characterizesLugones'smethodology in this
book.' Indeed, part of what makes Lugonesdifficult to understandat times is
that Pilgrimages/Peregrinajes
is an enactment of the kind of methodology of
resistance she advocates. Significantly,she wants to resist not only specific
acts of oppression,but also the very logic of domination itself. Towardthat
end, she takes aim at the institutions, practices, and even vocabulariesthat
she sees as (1) facilitating the erasureof alternative multiple worldsof sense:
(2) participatingin the logic of fragmentationratherthan multiplicity;and (3)
conceptualizingoppressionsas interlockingratherthan intermeshing.To avoid
theorizing/writingin termsthat she regardsas reproducingfamiliarconceptual
binaries (theory/practice,tactic/strategy,reason/emotion),Lugonesintroduces
new terminology and insists that her readersrecognize an all-encompassing
relationality-both conceptuallyand at every level of human interaction.
To begin, Lugones asks us to make the "epistemicshift" necessary for
acknowledgingthe dynamic movement that alwaysattends the "oppressing/
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being oppressed<= resisting"relation (11-12, 208). In Lugones'sview,to talk
about "the oppressed"is to reify conceptually those who sufferunder oppressive logics, while to participatein conceptual reificationis to participatein the
logic of domination. Moreover,to representone partyas "theoppressed"while
representinganother as "the oppressor"is to make a binaryof a complex relational web in which multipledifferentpartiesinteractwithin multipledifferent
relationsof powerwith each other.Lugonesalso introducesthe notion of "active
subjectivity"as a conceptual alternative to late modern agency (6, 210-20).
Modernistagency is, Lugonesremindsus, "amirageof individualautonomous
action"in which the social, political, and economic institutions that back up
the successfulagentareeffectivelyobscured(211).Active subjects,in contrastto
agents,mustmove tentatively,with care, awareboth of the lackof institutional
backup and of the possibilitiesforcreatingthe coalitionsnecessaryforbringing
their intentionsto action. Finally,Lugonesintroducesa new kind of subject,the
"I-- we"(6, 226-29). Accordingto Lugones,the "I-> we"presupposes"neither
the individualsubject[nor]. .. the collective intentionalityof collectivities of
the same"(6). Rather,this subjectworks/theorizesfromwhat Lugonescalls the
view:"theperspectivefrominside the midstof people, frominside
"pedestrian"
the layersof relationships,institutions and practices"(5).
Forthe most part, the new terminologyand the conceptual shifts Lugones
asks us to make are not introduced until the last few chapters in the book
(although they appear in the introduction, which presumablywas written
after the chapterswere finished).And while each of the earlierchaptersbuilds
towardthe later ones, the overall effect is to leave the readerwith the sense
that a new stage of the workis just aboutto begin. It is as if Lugoneshas figured
out her methodology,has put into place the conceptual tools she needs, and
will continue her travelson the way to collectivity and coalition. My sense of
anticipationis increasedby the questionsI am left with at the end of the book,
including:Are all resistantintentionalitiesequallyemancipatory?How, when
we are in coalition, do we decide between conflicting intentionalities?What
arethe mechanismsthroughwe take an intention that lackssocialityand make
it social?I look forwardto following Lugones'smoves-as well as moving with
her-as she continues her pilgrimage.

NOTE

1. Not onlydoesLugonesrequireus as herreadersto "movewith"herin orderto
the theoristswhoseworkshe takesup in this
understand
her,butshe alsoapproaches
sameway-moving with them as she exploresand explicatestheirargumentbefore
carefullydelineatingwhereshedepartsfromthem.
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